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Introduc)on*

Objec)ves*

Tes)ng*Allele*Dynamics*With*a*Determinis)c*Simula)on*

•  High incompatibility (IF ~0) !  
•  stronger selection  
•  more advantage for rare alleles 
•  larger changes in allele 

frequency 
•  Self incompatibility in a 

deterministic system will bring all 
alleles to a frequency of 1/A given 
AF= 1 and equal inherent allele 
fitness, generally in t < 20 
generations. 

Preliminary*Results*&*Conclusions*

Further*Research**

Due to time constraints, we limited our investigations to a low-resolution grid search 
of the parameter space of a system with 3 S-alleles. Continuing research will involve: 
•   Additional runs for more dense coverage 
•  Explorations of systems with higher allele numbers 
•  Explorations of the impacts of fitness variation 
•  Explorations of the impacts of creation and extinction of S-alleles 
•  Re-writing the simulations to run in R to speed searches.  
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While cyclic dynamics due to other forms of negative frequency-dependent 
selection have been investigated, cyclic dynamics due to SI have not been studied, 
and it is not known if SI may be able to cause cyclic patterns. This project investigates 
the possibility of cyclic allele dynamics in theoretical populations under GSI. 
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Materials*and*Methods*
Three simulations were run in Wolfram Mathematica: 
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Numerous angiosperm lineages 
(19 orders, 71 families, 250 genera, 
approximately 60% of all angiosperm 
species1), have the ability to prevent 
self-fertilization after pollination by 
inhibiting pollen germination, pollen 
tube growth, ovule fertilization, or 
embryonic development. Most of 
these self-incompatibility (SI) systems 
can be grouped into two classes: 
Gametophytic self-incompatibility 
(GSI), in which the phenotype of the 
pollen is controlled by its genotype,  

Simula)on*type* Stochas)c* SemiNdeterminis)c* Fully*Determinis)c*

PopulaAon$size$ Fixed$at$size$N! Fixed$at$size$N! Infinite$

Male$gametes/$plant$ Mean$of$i$ Fixed$at$i! Infinite$

Female$gametes/$plant$ Mean$of$j$ Fixed$at$j! Infinite$

Mate$choice$ StochasAc$ DeterminisAc! DeterminisAc$

Offspring$survival$ StochasAc$ DeterminisAc! DeterminisAc$

Initial allele frequencies are drawn from a Dirichlet distribution. 
 

Relevant parameters: 
•  IF: the level of incompatibility in the system. Some plants have “leaky” SI, 

allowing some homozygotes survive to maturity. Applied by multiplying the 
allele frequencies of homozygotes by IF, then correcting the matrix so the sum 
of the genotype frequencies still equals one. 

•  AF: the negative frequency-dependent selection amplification coefficient (the 
degree of signal amplification in the system). Applied by raising the 
population genotype frequency matrix to the IF, then correcting the matrix so 
the sum of the genotype frequencies still equals one. 

•  Low amplification values (0 < AF< 1) ! enhanced SI 
•  High amplification values (AF> 1) ! weakened SI, more frequent loss of alleles 

Fig. 2: Cyclic dynamics under negative frequency-dependent selection4. These patterns are caused by 
pairwise fitness interactions. The left chart shows allele frequencies over time; the right chart shows the 
cycle in allele frequency space. 

Fig. 1: Anatomy of a flower2.  Note the proximity of 
anther and stigma; self-pollination is likely if other 
measures (temporal or spatial separation of anther and 
stigma, SI3) are not used. 

pollen is controlled by its genotype, and sporophytic self-incompatibility (SSI), in 
which the phenotype of the pollen is controlled by the genotype of the anther 
(sporophyte) that produced the pollen.  

The chemical interactions responsible for SI are controlled by a single S-locus. If 
a pollen grain carries the same S-allele as the stigma that receives it, it will be 
rejected, so plants carrying a rare S-allele will have a higher pollination success rate 
than those with more common ones, resulting in negative frequency-dependent 
selection. This selection tends to bring the alleles under selection to a moderate 
frequency and maintain them there in equilibrium, but it can also cause cyclic allele 
dynamics4. 

Incompa)bility*Factor*

Amplifica)on*Factor*

Interac)ons*of*Incompa)bility*and*Amplifica)on*

Fig. 5: Fixation probabilities for 
combinations of IF and AF values. Warmer 
tones correspond to higher probability of 
fixation.   

Fig. 3: The testing procedure for the fully deterministic simulation. The population is assumed to be infinite, as are the pollen and egg 
pools.  The test takes an allele number, generates allele frequencies (drawn from a Dirichlet distribution), IF (drawn from a uniform 
distribution), and AF (drawn from the exponential of a uniform distribution) values, tests combinations, and returns three lists of 
parameters, sorted by the behaviors they produce.  
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Fig. 4: General relationships between allele 
dynamics and IF and AF values.  


